Fig. 4: Diurnal excitation budget for changes in LOD w.r.t. the fundamental
arguments of nutation. Solutions using standard AAM estimates (left
panel) or their replacements from time-integrated atmospheric torques
(right panel)
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OAM mass derivative
OAM motion derivative
Sum (OAM total derivative)
Pressure torque
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-10.1 (a) 11.0 (b)
-13.7 (a) -10.0 (b)
-23.8 (a)
1.0 (b)
-21.3 (a)
0.3 (b)
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Which excitation quantities are more credible in light of the balance
relationship existing between torques and the angular momentum
derivative and can they explain observed changes in LOD at the
frequency of S1?

d(motion) d(mass)
+
= (friction) + (pressure)
dt
dt

Table 1: OAM balance
FES2012, (a) in-phase &
(b) out-of-phase terms in
units of Hadleys

The globally integrated OAM signal forced by the diurnal air tide
constitutes a reliable excitation estimate that explains geodetic
observations to a large extent. Superposition of standard AAM
estimates undoes the agreement, mostly due to inadequate mass
terms. However, AAM surrogates deduced from time-integrated
mountain and friction torques redress this shortcoming and narrow
the closure of the diurnal excitation budget (Fig. 4). The validity of this
finding is somewhat restricted by inconsistencies between the deployed
oceanic and atmospheric excitation terms (only FES2012 and DC are
dynamically coupled).
Financial support for this study was made available by the
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Friction and pressure torques acting on the atmosphere need to budget
the time rate of change in AAM (Atmospheric Angular Momentum).
Violations of this constraint cast doubt on the reliability of the underlying
analysis system for use in Earth rotation studies. All of the invoked
models, especially ERA and MERRA, are gravely deficient in this respect
(Fig. 1), and particular uncertainty must be attached to the atmospheric
mass term as it differs from one model to the other (Fig. 2). Results from
the DC dataset most closely resemble to the simulation run of Lott et al.
(2008), which showcases the need for an explicit cancellation between
atmospheric mass and motion terms.
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Lott et al. (2008)

• 3-hourly AAM terms, pressure and friction torques from two ECMWF
products (ERA-Interim reanalysis and the operational delayed cut-off
analysis, DC) as well as MERRA of NASA. Time span: 2004 – 2013.
• OAM harmonics taken from Ray & Egbert (2004) and determined from
velocity and height fields of tidal model FES2012 (Carrère et al., 2012).
• Three recent VLBI solutions covering observations from early 1980’s to
2010 and one GPS solution spanning 1994 – 2005.
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VLBI … Very Long Baseline Interferometry
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MERRA … Modern Era-Retrospective Analysis for
Research and Applications

Long-term space geodetic observations of Earth rotation all report an asyet unexplained LOD (length-of-day) perturbation of approximately 4
microseconds at the principal diurnal frequency of the solar S1 tide. The
present study gives an account of this signal component in terms of its
possible geophysical excitation from the atmosphere and the oceans,
including both a direct effect due to pure atmosphere dynamics as well as
an indirect effect associated with the oceans’ response to diurnal air
pressure variations. Based on high-temporal resolution data from a
number of modern-day meteorological analysis systems and
hydrodynamic time-stepping solutions for the oceans, we derive diurnal
excitation estimates for two complementary modeling approaches – using
either mass and motion terms of fluid angular momentum or pressure and
friction torques acting on the Earth’s crust.

Diurnal signals in lengthof-day changes and their
geophysical excitation

GPS … Global Positioning System
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ECMWF … European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts
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Fig. 1: Diurnal AAM balance for various models. Phasors in units of
Hadleys [Ha] and phase referred to Greenwich midnight
Fig. 2: S1 atmospheric mass term as
predicted by the utilized models,
including simulation results of Lott et al.
(2008) and an independent estimate
determined by multiquadric interpolation
of barometric in-situ observations
(Schindelegger and Ray, 2014). Phase
referred to Greenwich midnight
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OCEANIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM (OAM)

Assisted by a large signal-to-noise ratio and non-destructive mass and
motion contributions, oceanic excitation estimates are in acceptable
agreement with each other (cf. Fig. 4). Moreover, with friction effects
being negligible, the pressure torque exerted by the bathymetry on the
water masses excellently balances the total OAM (Table 1). More than
50% of this oceanic torque can be ascribed to significant tidal
displacements of up to 2 cm situated over sloping bathymetry at the west
coasts of Indonesia, Australia, and North America (Fig. 3).
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